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Time to elect pollies that represent us

Summary: 
The time has come. A fact's a fact. The system's corrupt. It's time to act. The 2019 election might be
our last chance to rescue our democracy, country and way of life. It is now very clear that politics is
a circus designed to distract us from important issues. BRN will put the unmentionable issue on the
agenda and encourage you to demand important structural reforms. Any politician that wants to be
elected will know they must begin serving the people ... not the elite.
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Phase One Of Our #OzElection19 Campaign Has Begun

Politics as usual has let us down. Both main parties take donations from the elite and then of course -
serve & protect the elite. At the 2019 election we reckon it is best to vote for candidates that commit
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to supporting something new. Innovative reforms that are in Australia's interests and your family's
interests.

We take this approach because it doesn't matter which pollie or party is elected. Party power brokers
choose the candidates and the policies. Parties have even been known to delete Prime Ministers
elected by the people.

We are now saying the people will determine the policies put in place after the 2019 election - not
the parties and those that own them.

The people will therefore vote for politicians that commit to serving the interests of our country and
our people. Just like a representative Democracy is supposed to work.

We of course realise that the LNP or ALP will form a government but if they both get a battering - like
they did last time - it will be another wake up call. Candidates will have to think very hard about who
they are supposed to represent. Really - after the last 10 years of lies, let downs, leadership games
and other party factional bastardry - the main parties will now struggle to get a primary vote of 25%
- that is wipe out territory. The parties do not get any significant donations from citizens. Funds come
from taxpayers, corporations, unions .... and various secretive groups that are funded by
corporations and unions.

A corrupted two party system only gives the illusion of choice. Propaganda has limited the spectrum
of the allowed and acceptable debate. You are allowed to argue, discuss and fight about trivia. While
the critical issue is nowhere to be seen or heard. The fundamental issue is never on the table.

The elite want you busy, worried and distracted. They want you in debt, your kids in debt, your
grandkids in debt and your country in debt. A debt that will never be repaid.

The political and financial system is structured to fleece all of us and our nation. Only structural
reforms can bring genuine change. These would enable you to have the same, or better, standard of
living with half the amount of paid employment. You could be working part time, job sharing, maybe
only working half the year. And - you would have world class services - education, health, transport,
proper retirements. It's all possible .... but a pollie will never ever show you the way.

The Australian Election 2019 has begun and we will be discussing the unmentionable issue. We will
be offering a mix of policy solutions not seen before. It must start with bank reform but it continues
with political reform. Join in - see below for how you can help.

_________________________________________________

How can you help us prepare for the next election?

1. Donate a few dollars each month to the BRN kitty. If you don't want to register on our
website just set up a regular direct deposit into our -
IMB Account
Bank Reform Now
BSB 641 800
Account No. 200699525

Or you can just donate whenever you feel like helping out - Just click >> HERE

Why should you help? Well we've been working on this for well over five years. You can review all the
submissions I've made to various government inquiries and our material here and on Facebook. If
you agree with my ideas and methods please help. The three point plan we will release before the
election really is the best shot we have to bring justice to our country. If you want the crooks in
finance to pay up and face jail time you've come to the right place. Ditto, if you want politicians
forced into serving your interests. The enemies of your honest democracy have plenty of money to
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support their parties and policies. We need resources to mount a great campaign.

Also - by registering on our website and subscribing to our articles you will get
uncensored information emailed directly to you. This counters mainstream fake news and
social media censorship.

2. Check our Facebook page every day - right >> HERE - be generous with Comments and Likes
on as many of our posts as possible. Share them to your own page but also to other relevant pages,
forums and blogs. There are several ways to Share Facebook posts. First you can hit the Share
button and share it your own page or to a friend's page. BUT you can also "right click" on the time of
the post to "copy link location." Then you can paste the link into comments on any Facebook page
that is relevant PLUS you can paste it with an appropriate comment anywhere - blogs / Twitter /
news site comments sections etc. That way just one person eg you - could spread a post to 10, 20 or
30 places in a few minutes. Imagine if thousands of you worked with us to boost the message. It
really does feel good helping to get the crooks in banking sorted out.

Don't wait to see us in your newsfeed. Liking and following the page is not enough - even if you you
choose the "See first" option when you Follow the page. Facebook is choking NGOs, you need to
come to us - bookmark our page to make checking in easy. Also when commenting on Facebook or
Twitter use these hashtags: #OzElection19 #BigBankBANG #NoShamRC #BankReformNow - this all
helps spread our message.

3. When we ask you to email a politician or inquiry please do so. Even a short comment is
helpful. Click >> HERE (link is external) to find your local MP's and Senator's details.

4. Let's try it now - email the Banking Royal Commission and tell them that you want to see
the ex-CEOs called in for interrogation AND that you want Commissioner Hayne to ask the
government for enhanced powers, expanded terms and an extended inquiry. A compensation fund
must be on the agenda and it must begin to be filled with clawed back assets from the CEOs. In
addition we want to see Hayne facilitate citizens gaining Equality of Arms - see link below. Email
today >> FSRCenquiries@royalcommission.gov.au (link sends e-mail)

5. Tell your friends and relatives that there really is a better way to run a finance system
and country. They can support us too and it will make a big difference. Once we have the numbers
we all win. The pollies and bankers know the people have the real power so they try to keep us
ignorant, busy and fearful.

6. Buy a Bank Reform Now T-Shirt - a beaut way to spread the BRN message when you are out
and about. Great conversation starter at the supermarket ... or bank. Link below.

7. Make the Big Bank BANG CBA Boycott a success - Tell everyone! No new loans with CBA for
at least 12 months. Download and print copies of the CBA Boycott Pamphlet and spread it around
(links below). CBA's share price is already going down. It need a hit so that the pollies and bankers
know we mean business. This year is ours folks  .... let's grab it.

8. It's critical to target LNP & ALP Marginal Seats -  More info soon.

###

Bank Reform Now was founded be its CEO Dr Peter Brandson in 2013. His family was damaged by
NAB and its unconscionable predatory lending practices. BRN is a grassroots campaign aiming to
educate and motivate people to take action against a corrupted banking and political system that is
stealing the wealth and rights of all Australians. BRN advocates peaceful methods of protest. In a
civilised society that is all that is required. We will never initiate the use of force.
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We can win, we must win, we will win ..... if we work hard and smart together.

File Attachments: Attachment Size

CBA-Boycott-Pamphlet 298.05 KB

Websites For More Information: BRN on Facebook
https://www.facebook.com/bankreformnow/
BRN on Twitter
https://twitter.com/BankReformNow

Related Links: Donate To Bank Reform Now
CBA Boycott Begins
BRN Black TShirt
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